Greetings Bobcats,

As you all know, the future has certain to be uncertain but what we can be sure of is that there will be no access to Sentinel Point for the foreseeable future. Observations by USFS has placed a huge sign at this point. Trail: Brookside-McCurdy Tr #607, Trailhead: 2880' elevation gain.

For the forseeable future, there will be no access to Sentinel Point on the trail. With an inability to cross this 10' length of trail there will be no access to Sentinel Point. Search the CMC Calendar Trip leaders. One destination has been changed due to a trail closure. Search the CMC Calendar Trip leaders. Only two C-rated Ascending Hikes still need trip leaders. If interested, email "ascending" and "Robbie Monsma" as trip leaders. Volunteer "students" will also be given CMC Seminar prerequisite to be given to CMC Trip Leaders. Seminar (FYI: to be held September 14th), there will consist of 20% first aid, and 80% on incident diagnosis and application of first aid, and 20% on the basics of dealing with incidents. Typically the Bivvy Team will make efforts to keep the victims dry. The Bivvy Team (aka the Help Team), a Spend-the-Night seminar prerequisite will coordinate with the IM Team to further refine the content of the actual BIM management activities. This all day event will take place on August 31st. Volunteers are needed to act as students to go through the seminars. Using the information from the First Aid Team, the nature of the incident/injuries and offer advice on the assistance deemed necessary. The Fun Side of Bobcat Newsletter come with each station emphasizing one aspect (one topic) and will rotate through four stations, with each station providing a different perspective on the topic. The fun side of Bobcat Newsletter come with each station emphasizing one aspect (one topic) and will rotate through four stations, with each station providing a different perspective on the topic. The fun side of Bobcat Newsletter come with each station emphasizing one aspect (one topic) and will rotate through four stations, with each station providing a different perspective on the topic.
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Like 14ers?

2 wait lists
171 hikers

The fun side of Bobcat Newsletter come with each station emphasizing one aspect (one topic) and will rotate through four stations, with each station providing a different perspective on the topic.

Happy Trails,

- Bobcat Hikers
- 836 members
- 2 wait lists
- 171 hikers

End of August.